
Tektron TK One Head, headphone amplifier from Tektron Italia - My 
Impressions. 
I last visited Aernoud Dekker of Audio Note India, sometime in February’21 earlier this year to 
collect some NOS tubes for my Manley Absolute HP amp, he had told me stand by for an 
excellent amplifier brand he has signed up and would like me to hear it. “You need to hear it” 
Aernoud said, and having experienced his Audio Note setup at the Mumbai experience centre and 
Aernoud’s deep understanding of audio, I was definitely keen to comply. Then the lockdown 
happened and a very forgettable period of the second COVID wave. I had almost forgotten about 
the whole conversation when Aernoud pinged me sometime in July and told me he has signed on 
Tektron Italia and he is sending over the TK One Head, headphone amplifier for my Impressions. 
My business travel had just begun full swing and I was hardly going to get time to do a detailed 
listen and comparison, however Aernoud told me I could take my time with the amp and so the 
amp came over.


I heard the amp over the next 3 weekends between travels, with variation of combos from my 
desktop and portable setup and here are my impressions of the amp. Yes this write up has been 
long due and kept being pushed back due to more pressing commitments on work front.


Statutory disclaimer here, I am not associated with Aernoud or any of the brands he deals with, I 
was not offered any gratification for my impressions and the review unit has been duly returned to 
Aernoud. Also I am not a professional reviewer, these are my personal opinions and the readers 
should consider them subjective. 


The Amplifier: 

Very little is written about this amp online apart from the summary description and technical specs 
available on Tektron and AN India website, which are as follows


Matched tubes: ECC82 x 2 – 5687 x 4 – 6ZY5 x 2 OR 6X5
Inputs: 2 line input unbalanced + 1 line input balanced.
Output preamplifier: 1 line ouput
Technology: OTL
Signal input: 800 mV for max power.
Outputs: 1 W / Channel.
Volume: separate volume control with high quality potentiometer.
Connectors: Connectors of very high quality.
Outputs impedance: 16 – 800 ohm.
Frequency range: 10 – 55.000 Hz.
Power Supply: 100/115/230/240 VAC – 50/60Hz.
Other voltage are available upon request.
Dimension and weight:
Dimensions: 35 x 23 x 16 cm
Weight: 5Kg



The amp uses 2 x ECC82/12AU7 for pre amplification, 4 x 5687 output tubes and a choice 
of 2 x 6ZY5/6X5 as rectifiers in a dual mono design. I received an unit with 6X5 rectifier 
tubes. The amp arrived in an excellent packing with adequate padding that was enough to 
protect the mounted tubes, not a single tube was askew or dislodged.

As is evident from the pictures above it is a solid build with real wood frame topped by a 
solid copper plate. I was told that it’s a completely hand built unit with point to point wiring. 
At 5 KG it’s not the heaviest amp I have encountered, however I could feel the weight of 
those transformers while moving the amp to my listening positions. The amp has 3 inputs, 
one balanced and two SE that a selected via a rotary switch, an additional pair of RCA 
connectors on the back act as a preamp output. The front has a SE 6.3mm socket and a 4 
4 pin XLR for BAL, the rotary input selector and 2 separate volume pots for each channel, 
now this is to take care of any imbalance in the channels which could creep in because of 
tube differences. However Aernoud told me, if customers opt for a wireless remote, they 
get a single pot for both channels. The Tektron TK One Head is listed on AN India site at 
₹3,79,000/- which is relatively steep.

Over a period of 3 weeks I heard the amp extensively with HD800, HD650, Audeze LCDX 
and very briefly with the Hifiman Susvara just to check its driving power. I used multiple 
DACs and sources, including my Marantz CD6007 CD player, Sonnet Morpheus, my 2 
modded units of Soncoz LA-QXD1 with different Opamps in IV and LPF stage as well as 
the Fiio M11 Pro dap directly connected to amp inputs. 

Sound Impressions:

I always had a preconceived bias that OTL amps are on the smoother side tonally than 
transformer coupled amps, there’s an overt laid back sweetness that feels like it’s added 
like syrup over the top. At least those are my impressions of the Feliks Audio Echo, I own 
and other OTL amps I have heard. The TK One Head is a complete departure from this 
notion of mine, the moment I heard it I was taken aback by the balance and transparency 
completely driving away that misconception from my mind.. The amp is very clean, agile 
and snappy like a top notch  SS amp. I have seen this trait in top of the line tube amps and 
long given up the myth that tubes are always coloured, always in a transformer coupled 
SET or especially the ones operating on linear push pull topology, but never in an OTL 
amp. The dynamics are beautiful on this amp and good tracks can instantly get one foot 
tapping, with excellent attack and decay. Driver control, is something which I thought 
needed some improvement especially in case of very hard to drive headphones, however 
that is nit picking actually because there are hardly any headphones that fall in the 
category of Susvara for power requirements and from the TK One spec sheet it’s very 
clear this amp is not targeting that category of headphones. While comparing with my 
reference amp, the Manley Absolute Headphone amp (₹3.95 L) which has switchable 
topology between Triode and Ultralinear, this gap in power delivery is immediately 
apparent and so is the authority that the Manley brings to table in the way it handles heavy 
loads. But the Manley is an beast on an amp and Tektron has been very clear in setting 
expectations about their unit. However when it comes to technicalities like tonal accuracy, 
transparency and agility the TK One came very close to the Manley which is very 
commendable. The top end on the TK One had more crispness relatively, giving string 
instrument plucks a sharper ‘twang’ than the Manley (my wife actually preferred this). 
Comparing from memory with the similarly priced Auris Audio HA2SE (earlier single ended 
version), the TK One is much more transparent and balanced tonally. The HA2 SE has a 
smoother top end and mids usually associated with tube. This is actually an aspect where 
the TK One sounds closer to the Manley than the Auris. I had a word about this with 



Aernoud and he rightly pointed out that this character of the amp is mainly due to the stock 
selection of tubes and it is possible to tweak the tonality as per preference to some extent 
if one experiments with different tubes. However I still feel the underlying transparency of 
the amp will manifest irrespective of tubes used.

TK Ones wide impedance compatibility of 16-600 ohms makes it a versatile desktop amp 
that can be used with a wide range of drivers including iems at sensible volumes without 
any evident hiss or noise floor, at least to my ears. The very obvious natural pairings out of 
my small arsenal of headphones were the Sennheiser trio of HD800, HD650 and HD540 
reference 600ohms and the amp paired beautifully with these, the best pairing being with 
the HD650 which scaled amazingly well. I wasn’t expecting very good results from the 
LCDX, because my experience with OTL and Planars hasn’t been very good, however with 
the wide impedance range of TK One and high efficiency of LCDX, it was a very decent 
pairing, however I still prefer the LCDX on a good fast SS amp even when it comes to my 
Manley Absolute. Susvara I think I will just mention for formality because I really wasn’t 
expecting the TK One to be able to drive it and that’s what happened. The Susie sounded 
thin and shouty, though it did get loud at around 1o’clock on the pot. Lastly I had to try the 
TK One as a pre driving my modest Atoll Electronique IN200SE in power mode driving the 
Klipsch RP600Ms I had for a short time in my possession. In pre the TK Ones 
transparency was all the more evident without sacrificing even a bit on the dynamics. The 
Klipsches can get a bit shouty on tracks with high treble energy, however I found the treble 
to be more tolerable with TK One as pre than running the Atoll in integrated mode.

To conclude, l thinks the TK One belongs to a selected breed of TOTL Headphone amps 
irrespective of topology that brings in top notch transparency and balance to the tonality, 
it’s very solid in terms of build and feels and looks premium. It’s probably the most 
transparent and fastest OTL amp I have heard in my limited exposure, I remember the 
Glen OTL sounding richer and amazing when I heard it about 18-20 months ago however 
while technically it was fantastic, it still did not have this level of transparency. Those who 
are looking for a top notch no compromise tube HP amp, this is one great viable option 



fully worth its price. However avoid this is you are looking for that overt, gooey and warm, 
so called “tube sound” you will be disappointed by the clean and fast sound of the TK One.
If not for the Manley Absolute in my collection, I would have defined considered this beauty 
as my reference tube amp to compliment the fantastic Headamp GSX Mk2. 


